
Words connected with transport and travel
1  Choose the correct word from the box to 

complete the sentences.

carbon •  departure •  steering •   ticket •  traffic •   
updates •  waiting

1 We’ve been through customs and we’re waiting for 
our flight in the   lounge.

2 Today, many people look for low   
emission options when they travel.

3 When you take your driving test, it’s important to 
keep both hands on the   wheel.

4 If you’re early for your train, there’s a   
room you can sit in until it arrives.

5 Regular travel   are available on the 
radio or online.

6 The M25 road around London has a reputation for 
bad   jams, especially during rush hour.

7 It’s usually cheaper to travel on an off-peak 
 .

2  Choose the correct word to complete the 
sentences.

3  Match the words (1–10) to the definitions (a–j).
1 crew
2 delay
3 route
4 launch

5 voyage
6 platform
7 overtake
8 excursion

9 passenger
 10 destination

a When a train, plane, etc. leaves or arrives late.  

b The people who work on a ship, plane, etc.  

c A long journey, especially by boat or into space.  

d A way that buses, trains, etc. travel regularly.  

e Someone who pays a fare to travel on a bus,  
train, etc.  

f To send a rocket into space or put a ship  
into water.  

g To go past another vehicle that is travelling in  
the same direction.  

h An area next to a track where people get on  
and off a train.  

i The place that someone or something is going.  

j A short journey you take for pleasure.  

excursion, journey, travel, trip, voyage
4  Complete the text with the correct words. 

Whether you use the (a) n   for occasional 
(b) t   or (c) c   every day, it’s 
worth getting an Oyster card if you’re (d) t   
in London. Oyster cards are cheaper than buying a normal 
ticket, but the (e) f   still depends on the number 
of (f) z   that you travel in and if your journey is 
during busy times or (g) o   times. Of course, if 
you have a (h) c   bank card then you can use 
this to pay for your (i) j  . Remember, you must 
have a valid ticket or you will have to pay a (j) f  .

5 Complete the text with the correct form of 
the words given.
Last year I saw an online (a)   
(advertise) for an adventure holiday in Borneo, 
so I contacted the travel company to find out 
more (b)   (inform). They were very 
(c)   (help) and in the end I made 
a (d)   (reserve). I also booked my 
(e)   (accommodate) through them, 
as it looked very (f)   (comfort) and it 
wasn’t too (g)   (expense). However, 
a week before the (h)   (depart) date, 
Ifell seriously ill and ended up having to cancel 
the holiday. When I asked for a refund, they said 
that because it was my (i)   (decide) 
to cancel that wasn’t possible. As you can imagine, 
I was very ( j)   (happy) when I heard 
this, but there was nothing I could do about it.

Vocabulary extension 
1 Please   your flight through Gate 42.

a board b delay c take off
2 That was a really tiring  ! I need to 

rest now.
a arrival b journey c travel

3 We apologise for the   of this service 
and for any inconvenience caused.
a cancellation b destination c update

4 Monica left her bag on the bus and it was handed 
in to  .
a the departure b lost property c the waiting  

lounge     room
5 My grandparents often go on a  . 

The ship stops at lots of different ports.
a cruise b flight c voyage

6 Please show your ticket to the ticket   
when asked.
a driver b passenger c inspector
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1 Read the article quickly. Match the people (1–4) to 
their roles (a–d).
1 Dr Bill Gutman
2 Dennis Tito

3 Elon Musk
4 Richard Branson

a The first space tourist
b The founder of Virgin Galactic
c The CEO of SpaceX
d Spaceport America’s Director of Aerospace Operations

2 Read the article again. Complete the gaps (1–6) 
with sentences (A–G). There is one extra sentence 
you don’t need.
A And, as other companies enter this new space race, 

this will force the price of tickets down.
B At the moment, this sounds like science fiction, 

but what was science fiction 50 years ago is now 
science fact.

C But the number of people who actually want to go 
into space is still not clear.

D One question we need to ask is: what does going 
into space mean?

E Since then, only a further seven people have paid to 
go into space.

F Such technology will not only reduce the costs, but 
will lead to an increase in the number of launches.

G Virgin Galactic is investing money into developing 
hypersonic planes that will fly on routes connecting 
different cities.

3 Match the underlined words in the article to 
the meanings.
1 a way of thinking about  

something  

2 a very small number of people  
or things  

3 difficulties or problems that  
stop you achieving something  

4 able to be done  

5 become greater or more serious  
very quickly  

Critical thinkers
4 According to the text, are these sentences 

True (T) or False (F)?
1 Space tourism is unlikely to become  

a reality. T / F
2 The race to send tourists into space  

is going to increase. T / F
3 The breakthrough will come when  

reusable space vehicles are invented. T / F
4 SpaceX is planning to send  

people to the moon. T / F
5 Virgin Galactic is investing more money  

into developing hypersonic planes. T / F
6 People who experience flying in space  

will return to Earth with different ideas. T / F

In 2001, Dennis Tito, an American entrepreneur, became the first person 
to pay to go into space and, in effect, become the first ever space tourist. 
(1)   That is set to change and space tourism will become 
a reality for more than just a handful of people.
A number of companies are now racing against each other to see which 
will be the first commercial company with a doable space programme. 
(2)   In 2018, Virgin Galactic sent its SpaceShipTwo 
aircraft with pilots Rick Sturkcrow and Mark Stucky to the outer edges of 
the atmosphere. But, in the future, is that going to be enough for space 
tourists or will they want to go further?
Over the next few years, the race to send tourists into space is going to 
escalate. We know this because there are at least three companies already 
selling tickets for flights they hope will take off in the near future. At the 
moment, one of the biggest obstacles to space tourism is the cost, but 
this is going to come down, just as the cost of flying is much cheaper 
than it was in the past. (3)  
The Director of Aerospace Operations at Spaceport America, Dr Bill 
Gutman, thinks that the breakthrough will come when reusable space 
vehicles are invented. (4)   Elon Musk, CEO of SpaceX, is 
planning to take people to the moon and back on its Starship spacecraft 
and some people think that it won’t be long until people will be living on 
the moon.
However, in a recent survey conducted by PEW Research Center in the 
US, half of the respondents said they didn’t think that routine space travel 
will actually happen in the next 50 years. But if you’d asked people in the 
1950s if people would land on the moon, the results would probably 
have been the same and that became a reality in 1969.

Even if space tourism doesn’t become a reality for most people, 
it is still likely that many of us will benefit from the current 
spending and research. (5)   For example, this 
could reduce the flying time from London to Sydney to just a 
few hours, rather than the current time of more than 20 hours. 
And space tourism could change us in other ways. Richard 
Branson, the founder of Virgin Galactic, believes that people who 
experience flying in space will return to Earth with a different 
perspective.
Imagine sitting in an airport sometime in the future and hearing 
the words ‘The next moon flight leaves at 14.30. Passengers for 
the flight should check in at the desk and make their way to the 
departure lounge.’ (6)   

The outer edge of tourism
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4  Complete the sentences with the correct 
future form of the verbs in the box. There is 
sometimes more than one answer.

become •   change •   do •  leave •  need •  rain

1 I checked the weather forecast and it says it 
  later.

2 My passport has run out. I   
to get a new one before I travel again.

3 A: How do I book this? 
B: Don’t worry, I   it for you.

4 What time   we   tomorrow?
5 It’s clear that the way we travel 

  in the next few years.
6 I think the cost of travel   

cheaper because of new technology.

5  Correct the sentences in which the future 
form is incorrect.
1 We go on holiday next Thursday.

 
2 What time will the flight usually depart?

 
3 I’ll probably go skiing during the holidays.

 
4 What do you do tomorrow?

 
5 Danny will save up for an electric car. He’s already 

got £10,000.
 

6 Look at the traffic! It’s going to take us ages to get 
there.

 

Grammar: Working on mistakes
We all make mistakes when we are learning 
something new. Learning from our mistakes and 
improving is part of the process of learning. With 
grammar mistakes, start by checking to see if 
they are with the form, spelling or meaning of the 
structure. You can keep a section in your notebook 
for recurring mistakes and use it to check your work.

Great students’ tip

6 Read the text. Add ten missing words.
My father going to buy an electric car this year. 
He says it won’t cheap to start with, but that 
after a few years he save the difference in the 
price because he need to buy any petrol. It 
definitely sounds like a good idea, but I’m totally 
convinced as I’m sure the cost of electricity isn’t 
going come down in the next few years. He says 
he’s looking into it for a few months now and he 
made up his mind. I just hope he knows what he 
doing and that he won’t regret it. I really don’t 
want him be disappointed.

Grammar challenge  

Future forms
1  Read the sentences and choose the correct 

alternative. Sometimes more than one answer 
is possible.
1 Next month, she will/is going to buy her own 

scooter.
2 The sale of petrol cars will/is going to be banned 

from 2035 in the UK.
3 Over the next decade, traffic jams in Birmingham 

are increasing/will increase.
4 Experts are predicting/are going to predict a 

decrease in short-haul flights in the next few years.
5 They are taking/will take a cruise this summer.
6 As soon as we arrive/will arrive, we are phoning/ 

will phone.

2  Decide whether each sentence is an intention 
(I) or a prediction based on evidence (P).
1 The journey is going to take a long time. I / P
2 Companies say that they are going to invest  

in developing low-emission vehicles. I / P
3 My parents say they aren’t going to fly  

any more. I / P
4 The cost of fuel has increased, so people  

will try to drive less frequently. I / P
5 There’s been an accident up ahead. It looks  

like we’re going to be delayed. I / P
6 We will check out the best route before  

we leave. I / P

3  Complete the text with the correct future 
form of the verbs given. There is sometimes more 
than one answer.

2019 was the year when the term sustainable travel 
made the headlines, especially when Greta Thunberg 
decided to go by boat all the way from Europe to the US. 
In this article, we look at what we think (a)   
(be) the most popular travel trends in the next decade. 
Staycations, when people take holidays in their own 
country, are already very popular and it would appear that 
the demand (b)   (increase). Another trend 
is for slow holidays. The idea is that, in the future, people 
(c)   (want) to spend more time on the 
journey rather than rushing to a final destination. It’s hoped 
that travellers (d)   (not be) too impatient, 
because getting to a place (e)   (be) part 
of the overall holiday experience. Eco-tourism is already 
very popular and this trend (f)   (continue), 
if current bookings are anything to go by. Of course, 
saying what (g)   (happen) in the future is 
very tricky, but we feel confident that our predictions 
(h)   (come) true.

TRAVEL TRENDS  
IN THE FUTURE
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Prefixes
1  Look at the prefixes. Choose the word that is  

the odd one out in each group.
1 dis- a comfort b likely c obey
2 il- a capable b legal c logical
3 im- a patient b predictable c probable
4 in- a complete b secure c successful
5 ir- a relevant b reliable c responsible
6 un- a experienced b inspiring c necessary

2  Complete the text with the words in the box 
and the correct prefix.

advantage •  believable •  comfort •   inspiring •  
likely •  patient •  practical •  reliable •  usual

The quickest way to travel around the world is to fly, but 
it is rather (a)   as there is nothing to see. 
However, if you are worried about carbon emissions 
and don’t mind a bit of (b)  , then why not 
go by cargo ship? Yes, it sounds very (c)   
and is almost certainly (d)   for anyone 
who doesn’t have lots of time, so it certainly isn’t for 
you if you are an (e)   person. Probably 
the biggest (f)   is that you need to be 
flexible as the departure date can easily change, so it’s 
a rather (g)   way of trying to reach your 
destination for something like a meeting. However, you 
will certainly have an (h)   experience 
as only one of a few passengers among a crew that is 
(i)   to be more than 20 or so.

News  Environment  The Future  More 

3 00   Listen to a radio interview about the future 
of travel. Put the things (a–e) in the order they are 
mentioned.
a changing destinations  
b electric vehicles  
c the environment  
d space travel  
e the use of technology  

4 00   Listen again and choose the correct 
alternative.
1 Travel experts accurately predicted/didn’t predict all 

the changes in travel in the decade prior to 2020.
2 Gillian Morris says that AI will/won’t have improved 

when it comes to providing a better experience.
3 Dr Schmidt thinks that technology makes booking 

travel less/more convenient.
4 According to Justin Francis, the way/where we 

travel will change because of concerns about the 
environment.

5 Justin Francis predicts that electric planes will/won’t 
become a reality in the future.

6 Dr Schmidt thinks that, by 2035, space tourism could 
be fairly normal/unusual.

Critical thinkers
5  Which of these predictions do you 

think Dr Schmidt will agree or disagree with?
1 Our experience of using technology to book 

holidays will improve.
2 Fewer people will travel to destinations that 

are already very crowded.
3 By 2030, space tourism won’t be unusual.

6 Complete the words with the correct prefixes 
in the box. There are two prefixes you don’t 
need. Use a dictionary if necessary.

inter- •  mis- •  over- •  post- •  pre- •  re- •  
semi- •  sub- •  super- •  under-

1 The first prototype   marine was 
built by Cornelius Jacobszoon Drebbel in the 
17th century.

2 It’s important we don’t   estimate 
the amount of damage flying is doing to the 
climate.

3 Jack   placed his ticket and so he 
missed his flight.

4 Can you   schedule your trip?
5 The accident happened at the 

  change and blocked the road.
6 Oil spills from   tankers can 

cause really serious environmental problems 
to oceans and beaches.

7 Trains in some countries are often unsafe as 
they are   crowded.

8 One of the best and safest ways to 
take money when you travel is to use a 

  paid card.

7 Complete the sentences with the words 
in the box and the correct prefix. Use a 
dictionary if necessary.

book •  calculation •  consider •  national •  
pilot •  standard

1 His responsibility is to help fly the plane. 
He’s the  .

2 To make sure you aren’t hungry when you 
arrive, you should   a meal to 
have on the flight.

3 When they checked the work, they discovered 
it was   and wasn’t good enough 
to use.

4 The overall cost was twice the original 
estimate. It was an enormous  !

5 I think we’ll need to   our plans 
now we know the true costs.

6 It’s an   project involving 
students from three different countries.

Vocabulary extension 
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By 2030, it is likely that somewhere in the world 
people will (a)   (travel) between 
major cities inside a big tube. The idea for the 
Hyperloop was first suggested in 2013 and the 
first prototypes were developed in 2015. So, by 
2030, companies will (b)   (work) on 
the idea for 15 years.

Originally, there were plans to build a Hyperloop 
between the American cities of Los Angeles 
and San Francisco. However, it is unlikely that 
anybody will (c)   (develop) this 
project by 2030. It is more likely that people 
will (d)   (use) a high-speed bullet 
train to travel between these two cities. Lots 
of other places have shown interest and it’s 
almost certain that some of these projects will 
already (e)   (happen) by the end of 
the 2020s.

Nowadays, more and more people are looking at 
alternatives to flying. So companies like Virgin, 
SpaceX and TransPod will (f)   
(invest) billions to develop new ways of travelling. 
At the moment, there are some problems 
with the technology. However, most experts 
believe that, by 2030, they will (g)   
(solve) these problems, making innovations like 
Hyperloop a reality.

3  Read the sentences and choose the best 
answers.
1 By 2040, it’s possible people will … on Mars.

a be living b have lived
c have been living

2 By 2026, Terrafugia will ... flying cars for 20 years.
a be developing b have developed
c have been developing

3 I don’t think people will … to work in the future.
a be commuting b have commuted 
c have been commuting

4 I know the journey is long, but by this time 
tomorrow we will …
a be arriving. b have arrived.
c have been arriving.

5 By the time Amelia takes her driving test, she will … 
to drive for three years.
a be learning b have learnt
c have been learning

6 By next year, the company will … the newest version 
of its flying car.
a be launching b have launched
c have been launching

4  Read the text then complete the sentences 
with the future continuous, future perfect simple 
or future perfect continuous.
In 2018, at the age of 28, Julia set off on the voyage of 
a lifetime. The year before, she’d won the lottery and 
started thinking about what she’d like to do. Her plan 
was to sail around the world and spend 12 years at sea, 
and that’s what she’s doing now. Once a week, she uses 
a satellite phone to talk to her mum and twice a year, 
she stops at a port to stock up on supplies.

1 When she is 38, Julia will  

2 In 2030, Julia will  

3 By the time Julia is 39, she will  

5 Find nine more extra words in the text.
My brother is one of those people who will 
knows exactly where he will be and what 
he’ll be doing at any time in the future. For 
example, he’s going to be go to university to 
study medicine next year. In seven years’ time, 
he’ll have been finished his course and he’ll 
be working as a doctor. In ten years’ time, he’ll 
already be getting married and living with his 
wife and two children. As soon as they will have 
enough money, they will buy a big house in 
the country. I know that when he retires, he will 
have been worked for at least 30 years or more. 
Personally, I’m very different. I will have no idea 
where I’ll be doing in five years’ time. I hope I’ll 
have be doing a job that I will enjoy, but I don’t 
know what that will be at the moment.

Grammar challenge  

Future continuous, future perfect simple and 
future perfect continuous
1  Read the sentences and choose the correct 

alternative.
1 Where will you be living/have been living in five 

years’ time?
2 By 2030, they’ll be developing/have developed a 

zero-carbon aeroplane.
3 In a few years’ time, most people will be/have been 

working from home and not commuting.
4 In March, Sonia and Toni will have travelled/have 

been travelling for six months.
5 We’re so worried about climate change that we’ve 

decided we won’t be flying/have flown next year.
6 This time next year James will be/have been working 

as a pilot for just over a year.

2  Complete the text with an appropriate future 
form of the verb given.

in 35 minutes!
LA to San Francisco
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Talking about photos 1

1 00   Listen to a student talking about the 
photos below. Choose the things she mentions.
A the activities  
B where the people are  
C how long they have been doing the activity   

2 00   Choose the expressions that the girl 
uses to describe the photos. Then listen again 
and check.
1 I think both/in both photographs show people 

doing a hobby.
2 From what I can see/In the first photograph, we can 

see someone on a motorbike.
3 One similarity/big similarity is that the people are 

young.
4 One difference/big difference is the speed they are 

travelling.
5 On the hand/one hand, I think the girl who’s 

windsurfing is going far more slowly …
6 Another/The other similarity is that both people 

are outside.

3 00   Listen again and complete the chart 
with the expressions to compare and contrast 
photos.

Comparing  
(similarities)

Contrasting 
(differences)

4  Look at the two photos. Make notes on the 
similarities and differences between them. Think 
about:
How many people are there in each photo?

  
  

What are they doing?
  
 

Where are they?
  
 

What things can you see in the background?
  
 

What are the similarities?
  
 

What are the differences?
  
 

5  Use your notes and the expressions from 2 
and 3. Practise talking about the photos and then 
record yourself.

Speaking: Organising your speaking
When you are taking a speaking exam, try to organise 
your ideas. When you are doing a task such as 
comparing and contrasting photographs, it is good to 
use set phrases as this helps to present your ideas in 
an organised way that is easy to understand.

Great students’ tip
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Developing writing

1  Read the opinion essay quickly. Is the writer ashamed 
to fly?

2  Read the essay again and answer the questions.
1 Why does the writer think that if everyone stopped flying it 

wouldn’t make a big difference?
  
 

2 Why does the writer disagree with people who think flights 
should be more expensive?

 
 

3 What does the writer think it is important to do?
 
 

3  Match the expressions that have the same function.
1 In my opinion   a In conclusion    
2 On the other hand   b Firstly 
3 To begin with   c As far as I’m concerned   
4 Personally, I think   d However
5 To sum up   e I believe that

4  Choose the correct alternative.
1 All things considered/In addition, 

it appears that neither argument 
is perfect.

2 As far as I’m concerned/Nevertheless, 
there is no better way to travel.

3 I love cycling because it keeps me fit. 
However/Furthermore, it’s good for 
the environment.

4 I really enjoy travelling to other 
countries. All things considered/
Nevertheless, we need to consider 
the impact on the environment.

5 I believe that/Furthermore, everyone 
should travel whenever they can.

6 To be a good learner, it helps if you 
try to enjoy the subject. In conclusion/
addition, you must be happy to make 
mistakes.

An opinion essay 1

B I U ab x2 x2

Ashamed to fly?
In the recent climate debate, people have frequently focussed 
on the harm that flying does to the environment. In my opinion, 
I think flying presents some problems, but is not as bad as some 
people say.

To begin with, according to the International Air Transport 
Association (IATA), flying is responsible for only 2% of all the 
carbon emissions produced by humans. Even if we all stopped 
flying, it would make little difference to carbon emissions as 
a whole. 

On the other hand, IATA also say there are about four billion 
passengers who fly each year, and that this number will double by 
the 2030s. This means that the proportion of carbon emissions 
from flying will increase. Some people think that to prevent this, we 
should tax flights and make them expensive. I agree up to a point, 
but what worries me is that only rich people will be able to fly and 
I don’t think that this is fair.

To sum up, while flying has a negative impact on the environment, 
it is important to put it into perspective. Personally, I don’t think 
that not flying is the solution to carbon emissions. It is just one of 
the things we have to take into consideration.

Use expressions 
to add opinions 
and put them in 
order.

Use expressions 
to conclude your 
essay.

Use expressions 
to contrast 
opinions.

Use expressions 
to give your 
opinion.
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Task
Look at the statement below and write an 
essay saying if you agree or disagree with it. 
Use between 140 and 190 words.

The way we travel will change dramatically 
in the next decade.

Prepare
5 Read the writing task and plan your opinion  

essay. Make notes.
1 Write how we will travel in the next decade:

 
 

2 Choose the two ideas which are most likely:
 
 

3 Evaluate how different each way is from how  
we travel now. If your ideas support each other,  
consider contrasting opinions:

 
 

6 Use this paragraph plan in your essay:
Paragraph 1: Introduce the topic and outline your opinion.
Paragraph 2: Explain the most important argument to support your opinion. Consider the 
contrasting opinion.
Paragraph 3: Give the second argument to support your opinion. Consider the contrasting opinion.
Paragraph 4: Summarise your arguments and give your opinion again.

Write
7 Write your opinion essay. Use your notes, the paragraph plan, the writing model on the opposite 

page and the Writing bank above to help you.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Check
8 Read your opinion essay and complete this checklist.

1 I have clearly expressed my opinion.  
2 I have given reasons and examples to  

support my opinion.  
3 I have included contrasting opinions.  

4 I have used expressions to put the opinions 
in order.  

5 I have used expressions for concluding  
my essay.  

Writing bank
Useful linkers and expressions in opinion 
essays

Expressing opinions
● Personally, I think …
● As far as I’m concerned, …
● In my opinion, …
● I believe that …
● I agree up to a point …
Adding opinions and putting them in order
● Firstly, To begin with, 
● Secondly, In addition, Furthermore, 

What is more,
● Finally, Lastly,
Contrasting opinions
● However, Nevertheless,
● On the one hand, On the other hand,
Concluding
● In conclusion, To sum up, All things considered,
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STEAM challenge (optional): Design an invention based on the features or abilities 
of a particular animal.

STEAM concept: Animal senses are adapted to their environment. Biomimetics is the 
imitation of elements of nature to help solve complex human problems.

STEAM vocabulary page 110–111

Because of the process of natural selection, only 
those animals whose characteristics are best adapted 
to their environment survive. Eagles, for example, 
(1)  , since they have to be able to detect 
their prey when they are high up in the sky. If we had 
the vision of an eagle, we would be able to spot ants 
crawling on the ground (2)  ! But why can 
eagles see so well?
First, they see colours amazingly clearly. Both eagles 
and humans have colour sensors, called cones, at the 
back of the eye. But eagles have many more cones 
than us, (3)  . They see colours in high 
resolution, whereas we see in low resolution!
Secondly, eagles have both monocular and 
binocular vision. This means they can use their eyes 
independently or together, (4)  . So their 
field of vision is much wider than ours.
Thirdly, eagles have two foveae in each eye 
(5)  . The fovea is located in the retina and 
it’s the part of the eye where vision is sharpest. What’s 
more, one of the eagle’s fovea is very deep – it’s like 
having a very powerful magnifying glass.

a Send nerve impulses to brain.  

b Receive echoes in the ear.  

c Brain interprets each nerve impulse.  

d Send out sound waves of different lengths.  

e Move towards the insect.  

f Wait for echoes.  

g Convert each echo into a nerve impulse.  

3 S  T  E  A  M   Read the information and 
answer the questions.

For thousands of years, animals have been 
used as symbols. For example, the eagle often 
symbolises authority and power.

1 Can you think of any countries or organisations 
today that use an animal (real or imaginary) as 
a symbol?

2 What do you think the animal symbolises?

4 S  T  E  A  M  Read the text. Then order the 
description of how bats look for insects.

ECHOLOCATION
A few animals, including bats and whales, find their 
way around by using sound waves and echoes. 
This technique is called echolocation. Bats use 
echolocation to navigate and find food in the dark. 
They produce sound waves of different lengths from 
their mouth or nose to detect objects of different 
sizes. When these waves hit an object (a tree, a fly, a 
rock, etc.), an echo is created. The echo bounces off 
the object and comes back to the bat’s ears. The bat 
converts each echo into a nerve impulse. The nerve 
impulses are then sent to the brain, which processes 
and interprets the information.

Bat sonar Returning sound waves

1 S  T  E  A  M  Can you think of any animals 
that have better senses (hearing, sight, etc.) 
than humans?

2 S  T  E  A  M  Complete the gaps in the 
text (1–5) with phrases A–G. You don’t need 
two of them.
A while we only have one
B have adapted well
C so they can see much more detail in colours
D if we used a telescope
E had to develop very good eyesight
F depending on what they are looking at
G from the top of a 30-metre-high building
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1 Flying insects have tiny hairs around the edge of their wings.  
This enables them to detect air turbulence quickly.

  

2 Termite mounds maintain a constant temperature despite the weather outside.
  

3 The silk from spiders is very strong.
  

6 STEAM challenge  S  T  E  A  M  Research an animal that has an interesting feature or ability. 
Suggest how we could use this in a new invention.
1 Go online and find an animal with a feature or ability that has a possible use in a new invention.
2 Describe what the animal does and, very simply, how it does it.
3 Describe a possible application in a new manufactured object.
4 Draw a labelled sketch of what this invention might look like.
5 Present your sketch to the rest of the class. Get feedback on your invention and make any 

necessary improvements. 

3

Biomimetics and creative thinking
Living organisms have developed well-adapted features through 
natural selection. We can imitate these to solve complex human problems. 
This process is called biomimetics or biomimicry. For example, to reduce 
the sound of a new high-speed train in Japan as it went into tunnels, the 
designers changed the shape of the front of the train to resemble the 
shape of the kingfisher’s beak.

STEAM TIP

5 S  T  E  A  M  Read about some interesting features and abilities of animals. Then try  
to think of some examples of what in manufactured objects they could inspire.

1

2
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Unit 3
Challenge

Future forms
1 Complete the sentences with the correct future 

form of the verbs given. Use the information 
given to help you.
1 Fasten your seatbelts. The plane   

(land) in a few minutes. (a prediction based on 
evidence)

2 We   (travel) by train from London 
to Paris. We’ve booked our tickets already. 
(a confirmed plan)

3 Oh no, the train is delayed! I   (go) 
by bus instead. (a decision made in the moment)

4 The bus   (arrive) in Manchester at 
2 pm. (part of a timetable)

5 She   (take) a year off to travel 
around the world. (a plan or intention)

6 Thousands of people   (visit) London 
this year. (a prediction based on opinion)

2 Complete the sentences with the correct future 
form of a suitable verb. Sometimes more than 
one future form is possible.
1 A: What time is your train?

B: It   at 10 am.
2 A: What are your plans for next year?

B: We   around Europe.
3 A:  What do you think about transport in the 

future?
B: I think that everyone   solar-

powered cars.
4 A: There’s a lot of traffic today.

B: Yes, I think we   late.
5 A: You’ve missed the last bus.

B: Don’t worry, I   a taxi.

Future continuous, future perfect simple 
and future perfect continuous

Critical thinkers: Defend!
3 Complete the questions with the 

future continuous or the future perfect 
simple form of the verbs given. Then 
answer one question and defend your 
answer by giving at least two reasons 
why it is likely to be true. Write your 
ideas in your notebook.
1 How   transport 

  (change) by 2050?
2 What kinds of things   

(disappear) from our world by 2050?
3 What kind of food   we 

  (eat) in 2050?
4   people   

(have) holidays in space in 2050?

Reinforcement
Future forms
1 Complete each gap with one word.

1 A:  You’re 1   to Germany this 
weekend, aren’t you?

B: Yes! We 2   taking the train. We’ve 
reserved our seats already.

2 A:  The train is full! We 3   going to 
get a seat.

B: Never mind! Let’s wait for the next train.
3 A:  Do you think people 4   drive cars 

in ten years’ time?
B: I’m not sure. There’s already too much traffic 

and it’s going 5   get worse.

Future continuous, future perfect simple 
and future perfect continuous
2 Look at Anna’s answers in a questionnaire 

about what she will have done/will be 
doing by the time she’s 40. Then complete 
the sentences about her with the future 
continuous or future perfect simple.
 travel around the world 
1 She will have travelled  around the world.
 live in your own home 
2 She won’t be living  in her own home.
 learn to drive a car 
3 She   to drive a car.
 work in a well-paid job 
4 She   in a well-paid job.
 save enough money for retirement 
5 She   enough money 

for retirement.
 be married for ten years 
6 She   married for 

ten years.
 write a book 
7 She   a book.
 go to work in a driverless car every day 
8 She   in a driverless 

car every day.

3 Complete the text with one word in each gap.
This time next year, I’ll (1)   
graduated from university. By the time I leave, I 
will have (2)   studying for 12 years! 
I (3)   have taken hundreds of tests 
and written loads of essays. I won’t (4)   
left home, but as soon as I find a job, I’ll 
(5)   looking for a flat of my own. 
I (6)   be earning much money to start 
with, but I (7)   be working very hard 
and by the end of the year I’ll (8)   
got a promotion and a raise, and soon I’ll have 
(9)   enough money to get a place of 
my own!
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1 Choose which project you think your 
group should choose.

 Poster  Information leaflet
 Presentation  Video message

 I think this is the best option because …

2 Think about what you already know about the topic. 
Answer the questions in the mind map below.

3 Think of other ideas to share with your group.

1  Before you start the project …

4 In groups, look at the different ideas below 
and answer the questions.

Sources/Bibliography:
The websites/books you used are …

 
 

Structure of project:
How can you organise the project?
Introduction: 
Part 1: 
Part 2 (3, 4, 5): 
Conclusion: 

 Compare your answers with the rest of your team.
 Ask other students in the class about the genius they’ve thought about.
 Find out about what these geniuses have in common. What makes someone a genius?

2  Organising the project
Checklist

 We included all of the research areas
 We have got a variety of eye-catching visuals
 We have got a list of all our sources and 

have put key information in our own words
 We practised presenting our project, 

thinking about:
 smiling
 making eye contact
 not speaking too slow or too fast
 our pronunciation

Has he/she won / Did 
he/she win any prizes or 
awards? What for? When?

Has he/she ever appeared in any series, 
books or films? Has he/she inspired 
other people?

�s he/she still important today? �s his/her work still 
relevant? �s he/she famous outside of your country?

What do you know about this genius’s 
life? How would you describe his/her 
personality? Does/Did he/she have 
any personal strengths?

1

4
5

3Why is he/she considered 
a genius? Think about 
his/her work.

2

A genius 
from our 
country Collaborative project plan 2

123
Collaborative project evaluation page 127

A genius from your country
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